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Wide-Aspect Display 

 
 
 

Uncommon value in a  
retail-hardened PCAP display 

 
Key features

Your stores reflect your brand image, so you want your 
checkout areas to be as inviting as possible to your 
shoppers.  NCR’s sleek ultra-thin XL15W display offers the 
look you need — and at a price that will fit your budget. 

Tap, zoom, swipe, or scroll 

This projected capacitive (PCAP) display supports multi-
touch interactions and gestures, making it familiar and easy 
for your associates to use.  Another advantage: The XL15W 
needs no initial or ongoing calibration, avoiding 
unnecessary service calls. 

Make a smart choice 

You know that retail is hard on point-of-sale equipment.  
This display was designed from scratch for demanding 
store environments, so its sleek lines provide much more 
than just a pretty face.  The XL15W resists dust and liquid 
and — especially important today — its flush zero-bezel 
surface makes this display very easy and quick to clean.  

On-screen software controls prevent tampering or 
accidental shutdown, plus eliminating buttons and switches 
to maintain the smooth look of your POS.  And the screen 
is exceptionally bright and sharp with the outstanding 
readability to create an enjoyable experience for your 
customers and associates. 

Flexibility without compromise 

The XL15W display can be positioned on its own display 
stand, a wall, pole or other custom mounting using a 
standard VESA mount.  The XL15W is available with an 
optional integrated RFID reader or secure encrypted 
magnetic stripe reader, as well as a variety of latching USB, 
Display Port and audio cables.  

This ultra-thin display is sure to enhance your checkout or 
wrap-stand while maximizing your counter space. 

• Wide-aspect 16:9 display (1920 x 1080) with PCAP touch 

• Zero-bezel design for sleek good looks and easy 
cleaning, with 10-point multi-touch support  

• LED backlight with anti-glare surface 

• Multiple mounting options including stands and VESA 
conformity for pole, wall or other custom mounting 

• Retail-hardened design, resistant to dust and liquid spills 

• Touch screen supports conductive/capacitive stylus and 
many types of thin gloves 

• An NCR product with proven quality you can trust.  We 
offer a full range of service programs to protect your 
investment and enhance your business, including NCR’s 
anti-microbial coating service, available for this display.

To speak with someone or for more information, visit us at ncr.com.



Engineered for demanding retail environments 

The XL15W carries forward NCR’s rich heritage of innovation, adaptability, unrelenting toughness and sheer capability.  
Its performance and flexibility will uniquely serve your business. 

Just as with our flagship POS terminals, NCR spares no effort and overlooks no detail in building our POS peripherals: 
From the ground-up the XL15W was purpose-built to handle the rigors of retail.  Its enclosure was engineered to prevent 
dust and liquid incursion, as well as internal hot spots that might lead to compromised performance or failures.  All 
materials — down to component level — have been carefully chosen for long life cycles and reliability.  

Then to prove it all, the XL15W was subjected to NCR’s severe battery of environmental, ESD, power, electromagnetic 
radiation and reliability tests.  

Combining all these exacting requirements with further long-run environmental and compatibility testing exceeds the 
usual industry and regulatory standards, but it leads to your XL15W displays delivering years and years of dependable 
operation. 

Technical specifications 
 

Display and Screen 
• Aspect ratio: 16:9 (widescreen) 
• Native resolution: 1920x1080 
• Touch technology: Projected capacitive (10-point  

multi-touch) 
• Non-touch option: Yes 
• Backlight type: LCD 
• Contrast ratio: 800:1 
• Display surface: Anti-glare 

Power and connections 
• Video interface: Display Port 
• Audio interface: Integrated speaker (non-amplified, 

audio cable required) 
• Power: 1x8 latching 12V P-USB (+Power) from POS or 

external power supply 

Mounting options 
• NCR counter top stand  
• NCR integrated mount (VESA 100 mm x 100 mm) 

 

Options 
• Encrypted MSR 
• RFID reader  
• Terminal stand 

User environment 
• Operating temperature: 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F) 
• Humidity: 10% to 90% relative humidity, non-condensing 
• Environmental sealing: IPX3 

Physical characteristics 
• Dimensions (display only; W x D x H): 

383 mm (15.08 in) x 35 mm (1.38 in) x 240 mm (9.45 in) 
Weight: 2.1kg (4.55 lbs) 

• Dimensions (display on stand; W x D x H): 
383 mm (15.08 in) x 244 mm (9.6 in) x 296 mm (11.7 in) 
Weight: 4.15 kg (9.15 lbs) 

Warranty and service 
• One-year NCR depot (where available – check with NCR) 
• NCR anti-microbial coating/service 

 

Why NCR? 
NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is a leading software and 
services-led enterprise provider in the financial, retail, 
hospitality, small business and telecom and technology 
industries. We run key aspects of our clients’ business so 
they can focus on what they do best. 

 
 

NCR is headquartered in Atlanta, GA with 34,000 
employees and solutions in 141 countries. NCR is a 
trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States 
and other countries. 

 
 
 
 

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the right to 
change specifications without prior notice. 

All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult your NCR 
representative or NCR office for the latest information. 

All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their 
respective holders. 
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